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Abstract

This paper describes a paradigm for visualising time de-
pendant flow in a network of objects connected by abstract
relationships (a graph) by representing time in the third
dimension. We show two variants of the paradigm, one
in which the elements of the graph are shown as vertical
columns of varying width and another which emphasises
centrality with bending “worms”. We demonstrate these
techniques by visualising the movements of Fund Managers
within the UK Stock Market in terms of their changing share
ownership over time.

1 Introduction

To date, most systems for the visualisation of stock mar-
ket data have concentrated on effective methods for show-
ing time series data, particularly trying to capture share
price fluctuations and market share. Traditionally this has
been achieved through simple charts and histograms. Some
examples which extend this standard paradigm for finan-
cial visualisation into three dimensions using thecityscape
metaphor are [7, 12, 13]. The cityscape metaphor represents
the bars in a bar chart as columns or buildings drawn on a
surface such as a map.

More recent methods for visualising financial data have
utilised graph visualisation techniques to visualise the re-
lationships between various concepts. The termgraph is
intended here and in the sequel in the mathematical sense
of a network of connected concepts as distinct from the
charts and histograms described above. The most com-
mon examples have tried to capture share price correla-
tion based on various similarity metrics by introducing ex-
tra geometric parameters. For example, Brodbeck et al. [2]

use such metrics to create a large graph which is then ar-
ranged in the plane using a force directed placement algo-
rithm [3, 5, 6, 10]. In this way more highly correlated com-
modities are positioned geometrically more closely together
such that clustering is clearly visible. Gross et al. [8] use a
similar technique to compare economic data using three di-
mensional layout.

The visualisation problem tackled in this paper is some-
what different to these other stock market data visualisa-
tions in that our data set includes UK Fund Manager port-
folio data at various points in time. The key difference is
that we knowwhowas involved in each transaction and we
can define a relational graph based on these movements be-
tween companies. Further we require a visualisation of this
graph which shows the changing investment behaviour of
these fund managers over a period of time.

A way of arranging a graph visualisation such that
changing flow over time is evident was proposed by
Koike [9] in relation to the visualisation of object-oriented
software call graphs. In Koike’s system a software compo-
nent hierarchy is arranged in the plane, then the symbols for
each of the components are extended into the third dimen-
sion as columns1. If time is given by the third dimension
then particular points in time can be thought of as levels on
the columns. Messages passing between components at a
particular point in time are shown as arrows drawn between
columns at a level in the third dimension corresponding to
that instant. Coupled with a perspective view and a user ca-
pability to navigate through the scene this was shown to be
an effective way to add a time dimension to a graph visual-
isation in which both dimensions of the plane were already

1Although it may appear somewhat similar to the cityscape metaphor
it differs in that height represents time. Also in a cityscape if there are
relationships between the columns they are usually drawn as “roads” on
the “ground” underneath the columns



used to convey other meaning.
In Section 2 we define a graph capturing fund manager

movement. In Section 3 we introduce a visual metaphor ex-
tending that of Koike and show its application to our fund
manager movement graph. In the remaining sections we
discuss some specifics of our implementation and also in-
troduce a variant metaphor.

2 Definitions

We define the graph for fund manager movement asG =
(V,E) consisting of a setV of Vertices representing com-
panies and a setE of edges where each edgee(u, v) ∈ E
represents “movement” of one or more fund managers from
companyu ∈ V to companyv ∈ V .

Movement fromu to v for a given fund managerm oc-
curs whenm has both a sell fromu and a buy intov both
of which have transaction dates within the specified period.
That is if the period is defined asP (t1, t2) wheret1 is the
start date andt2 is the end date thent1 ≤ buydate(m,u) ≤
t2 andt1 ≤ selldate(m, v) ≤ t2. Thus we only consider
discrete time periods which both makes our visualisation ti-
dier and reduces the data processing overheads by reducing
the number of data elements considered. Processing time is
important because our system is intended to support inter-
active exploration of a large data set. We might alternatively
define a movement when|buy(m, v) − sell(m, v)| ≤ ε
whereε is some arbitrary time threshold. However our data
is already grouped into period ends and the dates rounded
so for us this method would also be rough.

Therefore an edgee(u, v) represents a set of fund man-
agersM(e(u, v)). Each companyv ∈ V has a share
price price(v, p) correct at the end of the time periodp
so the market value of a buy or sell for a fund manager at
the end of that period isvalue(m,u, p) = price(u, p) ×
volume(m,u, p). Edges can be weighted by total market
value of the combined transactions of each fund manager
moving fromu to v:∑

m∈M(e(u,v))

value(m,u, p) + value(m, v, p) (1)

In the sequel we will refer to any givenp as adiscrete
time period. A particular model will consist of a set of dis-
crete time periods which lie within a longer period specified
by start and end dates set by the user. This longer period we
will refer to as thefocus period.

3 Visual Metaphors

Figure 1 shows a simple imaginary scenario in which
the main elements of our visualisation can be seen. The
columns represent our company vertices and the arrows are

our fund manager movement edges. This scene’s focus pe-
riod consists of four discrete time periods as can be seen
from the level of the arrows and the variations in column
diameter. Column diameter can expand or contract from the
end of one discrete time period to the end of the next based
on the share price for those periods. In the visualisations
shown in this paper at the beginning of the focus period all
columns are set to equal diameter and as their associated
share price fluctuates the column grows or shrinks relative
to this base value. Without this standardisation variations in
the price of lower valued shares can be difficult to see. The
width of the arrows is proportional to the weighting of the
edge given by Equation 1.

Different viewing options and the ability for the user to
zoom and rotate the model are extremely important in al-
lowing the user to properly interpret the three dimensional
scene [14]. Figure 1(a) shows a perspective view while
the view in Figure 1(b) is a parallel projection. In the per-
spective view the model can be viewed from directly above
while still allowing the columns to be seen. The parallel
view preserves relative column and edge widths between
parts of the scene that are close to the camera and parts that
are far away.

4 Layout Algorithm

The goal of the layout algorithm is two fold:

1. To find an arrangement of the vertices which satisfies
aesthetic criteria such as reducing edge crossings and
clutter.

2. To arrange the elements of the graph such that various
structural characteristics of the graph are evident, such
as clustering or flow.

To address these criteria we use a Force Directed Place-
ment algorithm similar to that suggested by Frick et al [5].
Frick’s force model consisted of:

• A repulsive force between each pair of vertices based
on the inverse square of their separation.

• an attractive, spring like force between nodes con-
nected by an edge

• A “gravity” force which attracts all nodes to the centre
of the screen area.

The first two forces do a reasonable job of reducing edge
crossings and cause clusters with high connectivity to be
tightly grouped. The gravity force keeps disconnected sub-
graphs from moving too far apart.

We also add a “magnetic field” force which is inspired
by Sugiyama and Misue [11]. It causes edges to align them-
selves to a field which runs in one direction across the graph.
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(a) Perspective view

(b) Parallel view

Figure 1. Two views of a simple artificial
model which help explain the elements used
in our visualisation.

This helps to place sources towards one side of the graph
and sinks to the other, thus helping to visually indicate over-
all flow within the graph.

The visualisation system is based on the WilmaS-
cope graph visualisation engine, which is freely
available, open sourced and downloadable from
http://wilma.sourceforge.net . WilmaS-
cope was created in Java and Java3D by the author as a
portable, flexible system for visualising graphs in three
dimensions.

5 UK Stock Market Visualisation

We will illustrate our methods with visualisations based
on a data set compiled from UK stock market data. Figure
2 shows a visualisation of movements between companies
in the “Software and Computer Services” market sector for
the first two weeks of December 2001. Six time periods are
shown on six levels. In order to further clarify which move-
ments occur on which levels the arrows are shaded by level.
Dark blue is used for the oldest movements ranging through
to light blue for most recent. The columns are labelled by
EPIC code, the abbreviated company code used by the UK
stock market.

We will look more closely at the features of Figure 2 to
show the utility of our paradigm.

5.1 Subgraphs indicating isolated events

There are three distinct subgraphs. Most of the move-
ment occurs in the large subgraph to the top left however
there was a flurry of trading in a short space of time between
five companies who were otherwise not involved in much
trading at all. This may have been due to an announcement,
share price volatility or some other unexpected news. Since
it occurred late in our focus period (the arrows are very light
blue and though it is difficult to see from this angle high in
thez dimension) it may be only the beginning of more pro-
longed activity. Extending the focus period into the future
reveals that this is indeed the case.

5.2 Relationship between Share Price volatility
and Movement

In general most of the movement seems to be concen-
trated around the most volatile shares. The share price
volatility is indicated by large variations in column diam-
eter. A prime example is the cluster in the top centre of the
figure where a number of companies are all tightly bonded
by a large number of transactions close to the start of the fo-
cus period. Most of the columns in this cluster show marked
variations in diameter, especially the column at the centre
of the cluster which narrows to a very slim, almost needle
like column. Our tool lets us interactively zoom into an
isolated neighbourhood around this interesting column la-
belled “CED”, see Figure 3. This closer inspection reveals
that most of the activity occurs before CED’s price crash,
although there is one last movement out of CED into RFT
while the slump is occurring.

5.3 Flow

In Figure 3 the magnetic field force is causing net sinks
to settle towards the bottom of the picture and net sources
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Figure 2. Movement within the Software and Computer Services sector for part of December 2001.

to rise to the top. We can see that there is a net movement
out of CED with many investors moving into LNX or ZOO.
From the subsequent changes in column diameter it would
seem that LNX was the wiser choice. The biggest source of
movement in this group of companies was SGE. Very large
movements, indicated by the fat arrows, are seen headed
towards CED and RFT. Given the subsequent share price
drops both of these seem like unwise movements.

Due to privacy considerations we can not identify indi-
vidual fund managers in this paper. However, in practice
another aid to identifying flow is to colour edges in order to
follow the paths of specific fund managers so that leaders
and followers can be identified.

6 A Variant Metaphor – Worms

Another field which has benefitted from graph visu-
alisation is Social Network Analysis as shown by Bran-
des [1]. One aspect of social networks which can be por-
trayed clearly in a two dimensional graph drawing iscen-
trality or simply which agents or groups are at the centre of
a particular social network. In an attempt to see if we can
learn anything from our fund manager movement graphs by
considering centrality, we devised a variation of the col-
umn metaphor described above which captures movement
of companies in and out of the centre of our networks.

Figure 3. A close up on the neighbourhood of
the CED stock from Figure 2.

Although Brandes experimented with the use of central-
ity metrics which are well defined in Social Network Anal-
ysis, he also noted that Force Directed Layout also captures
centrality to some degree. So we are able to exploit the
same Force Directed Layout engine described above. In our
new metaphor however, we allow sections of our columns
to move within the planar time period levels until the forces
are stabilised. As a result we produce bent columns, or
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Figure 4. The sample graph from Figure 1 us-
ing the “Worm” metaphor

“worms” which capture the relativeclosenessof companies
where a pair of companies with significant movement be-
tween them can be consideredclose. Figure 4 shows the ex-
ample from Figure 1 produced with the “worm” metaphor
layout.

The layout is produced by placing vertices for a column
at each time level and then connecting the vertices within a
column using stiff springy edges. The edges are rendered
as tapered tubes once again indicating share price and the
vertices are shown as spheres of radius also given by share
price such that when the column is bent the joins appear
smooth.

Figure 5 shows aworm layout of the Engineering and
Machinery sector movements for the entire month of De-
cember 2001. Companies which were involved in move-
ments at the start of the month but not again can be seen
relaxing away from the center of the graph. Companies that
traded at the beginning and end of the month are shown as
arches were the middle of the column is towards the pe-
riphery of the scene while the ends are closer to the center.
Companies which were involved in trading at many times
throughout the month are generally closer to the centre with
somewhat chaotic bends in all directions.

Although this representation does help to emphasise the
centrality concept we are still unsure whether it is useful
or whether the extra information shown by the bending
columns simply makes the scene visually overwhelming.

7 Zoom and Focus Navigation

Our system is intended as a tool for interactive explo-
ration of a large data set. However practice has shown that
visualising the entire data set on one screen is very difficult
due to both the algorithmic complexity of arranging such a
large graph and the user’s perceptual bandwidth in under-
standing complex scenes with many interlinked elements.
Therefore we must provide some sort of overview of the
data first, allowing users to zoom into areas of interest.

The UK data set is already divided into market sectors.
So our top-level view shows the movements between entire
sectors. Users are able to zoom into interesting sectors by
point and click.

As we have already seen in Figure 3 users are able to
view just the neighbourhood around a given node also by
point and click.

A final level of zooming allows users to access the prop-
erties of a particular graph element. A user can right click
on a column to obtain a histogram of the share prices for
each period or on an arrow to display a pie-chart breakdown
of the fund managers involved in the movement represented
by that arrow.

8 Conclusion and Further Work

We have given examples of two metaphors for the visual-
isation of movements amongst a set of objects over a period
of time and demonstrated their utility by employing them to
visualise the movements of fund managers within the UK
stock market.

We feel that the first metaphor using columns to repre-
sent companies was quite successful and we are investigat-
ing alternative layout algorithms which might better capture
properties such as flow or centrality. One example might be
Sugiyama style layout [4], where a layered drawing of a di-
graph is constructed in the plane. In this case flow might be
better captured at the expense of clustering.

Further work is also required to experimentally test the
effectiveness of the metaphors we have introduced. Espe-
cially since many people remain sceptical about the practi-
cality of 3D information visualisation.
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Figure 5. The Engineering and Machinery sector movements for the entire month of December viewed
as Worms.
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